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Indo-European Word Order in Main and Subordinate Clauses
in a Diachronic Perspective

JOST GIPPERT, Frankfurt a/M1

1. The starting point of every investigation concerning the historical develop-
ment of word order principles and their interrelationship with the syntactical
dichotomy of main and subordinate clauses (MCs and SCs) in Indo-European
(I.E.) languages is Eduard Hermann’s famous article of 1895 where the position
of words, esp. of the verb, was explicitly reckoned among the features that can
be used for the distinction of clause types. For easy convenience, I reproduce
Hermann’s list of characteristic traits of subordinate clauses as appearing in
ancient I.E. languages in its English adaptation provided by W.P. Lehmann
(1980: 141; explanations given in parentheses are mine, J.G.):

1. special clause-connecting words (special pronouns, conjunctions);
2. shift of person (in oratio obliqua);
3. shift of mood (in oratio obliqua);
4. shift of tense (in oratio obliqua);
5. clause-accent of the clause (SCs enclitic with respect to MCs);
6. tempo (SCs spoken faster);
7. duration of pause between the clauses (shorter);
8. clause arrangement (narrow connection);
9. position of words (esp. of the verb: final in SCs, medial in MCs);

10. clause-accent of the verb (“enclitic” in MCs, “orthotonic” in SCs);
11. method of compounding of the verb (tmesis only in MCs);
12. words which are not clause-connectives that occur only in SCs (Greek
sfe?i@, sf ?wn).

1.1. In the given context, Hermann also discussed the possibility of seeing a
relationship between special features of Old-Indic and (Proto-)Germanic in this
respect. He stated that “the accentuation of Proto-Germanic reminds us of the
accentuation of the Old-Indic subordinate clause, the method of compounding
correlates with that of the Old-Indic main clause” (Hermann 1895, 533; transl.
J.G.). Hermann himself remained sceptical, however, as to whether principles
of word-order or features of verbal accentuation occurring in the two branches
might be regarded as inherited from the common proto-language, mostly be-
cause this assumption seemed not to be supported by the data of other I.E. lan-
guages to him; his conclusion was that “it seems probable now that neither the
word order nor the clause-accent nor the method of compounding of the verb

1 A preliminary version of this paper was read on the 21st annual meeting of the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Sprachwissenschaft (Konstanz, 26. 2. 1999).
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served as markers for a differentiation of main and subordinate clauses in Indo-
European” (o.c., 535; transl. J.G.).

1.2. The proposal to see a historical relationship between SC structures of
Germanic and Old Indic has nevertheless remained attractive eversince, and it
seems worthwhile reinvestigating the question on a new theoretical basis. Be-
fore we can start with such an investigation, however, it is necessary to clarify
some methodological implications the comparison of Old Indic and Old Germ-
anic linguistic material brings about. It is four main dilemmas that have to be
taken into account here.

2. The first dilemma consists in the problem of elucidating word order prin-
ciples in metrical environments. It is a well known fact that metrical texts may
dispose of special rules on various levels, and the syntactic features of word or-
der are especially prone to this. In the case of Old Indic, this problem is crucial
indeed, given that just the oldest stratum of this language is represented by the
hymns of the ˚ Rgveda-Sa ˙mhitā (RV) which are composed in a highly elaborate
metrical style; as against this, the oldest non-metrical texts (“Vedic prose”) are
much younger and thus much less important for cross-linguistic studies in Indo-
European terms. A few examples may suffice to show what bearing the metrical
structure of the RV has on questions of word order.

2.1. As a rule, main and subordinate clauses can be differentiated in Vedic
texts by the accentuation of the finite verbs they contain: while unaccented ver-
bal forms are met with in MCs only, accented ones regularly appear in SCs2. On
the basis of Hermann’s assumption about the position of words (item no. 9 in the
list reproduced above), we should further expect different placements of the two
respective types of verbal forms to be prevalent, to wit, accented verb forms to
appear at the end of a given clause, unaccented ones, in the middle. As clause-
boundaries in the RV hymns usually conincide with verse boundaries3, we
should further expect accented verb forms to be placed at the end of verses
rather than their centre. Testing these assumptions for the RV with finite forms
of a frequent verb such as bh ˚ r, the historical equivalent of English “to bear”, we
at once realise that our expectation is but partially supported by the attestations.

2.1.1. In the case of the 3.pl.pres.ind.act. with its two variants, bharanti and
bháranti “they bear”, we note that the unaccented (“MC”) form appears 3× in
a medial position of a given clause and verse as we should expect (RV 5,1,10a;
6,44,20d; 9,74,6d), but 3× it is met with in verse-final position (RV 1,115,5d;
10,102,10c; 10,79,2c), and in the first two of these cases, the verse end coincides

2 As a special case, accented verbal forms occur in main clauses when they are placed
initially or when a contrast is emphasized.

3 But not necessarily vice versa: A clause may well extend over more than one verse. Cf.
Dunkel (1985) for a preliminary study of verse-internal sentence boundaries.
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with the end of the sentence in question. For the accented variant, bháranti, we
note 2 attestations in verse-final position as well (RV 1,153,1d; 7,92,2c), but 2×
it occurs verse-initially (RV 1,151,8c; 8,100,9c), and 1× in a medial position
(RV 2,16,4b).

2.1.2. The evidence becomes even more contradictory if we consider the
case of the corresponding singular form with its variants bharati / bhárati
“he/she/it bears”. While it is not surprising that the unaccented form is met with
verse-medially only (3×: 1,152,3c; 4,17,9c; 10,138,6d), we should not expect
that the same holds true for the accented form; but in fact, the “SC” form
bhárati too occurs only in the middle of verses (and clauses) (RV 2,16,2d;
3,55,4c; 4,16,16d; 4,22,4c; 10,87,16c).

2.1.3. It is clear that the behaviour of the verbal forms in question does not
speak in favour of the assumption that the dichotomy of clause-medial and
clause-final placement of finite verb forms might have been an intrinsical fea-
ture of MCs vs. SCs in the oldest stage of Vedic; the picture we observe seems
to be rather ruleless instead. For parts at least, however, it can be explained in
the framework of Vedic metre. The basic feature of this4 is the distinction of
long syllables, i.e. syllables containing a long vowel or a diphthong or syllables
ending in a consonant (“position”), and short syllables, i.e. open syllables ending
in a short vowel, and their sequential arrangement in verses of eleven, twelve, or
eight syllables5. The distribution of long and short syllables within the three
main verse types (named tri ˙s ˙tubh, jagatı̄, and anu ˙s ˙tubh/gāyatrı̄ verses6 in Indian
tradition), is by far not consistent; there are some preponderances, however, as
to certain parts of the verses. The constellation with the highest consistency is
the cadence, i.e. the final part of both “trimeter” (eleven-twelve syllable) and
“dimeter” (eight syllable) verses, where short and long vowels come by turns.
Another part the consistency of which is noteworthy is the “centerpiece” after
the “caesura”, i.e. a break occurring after the 4th or 5th syllable in trimeter
verses; this is the only verse element where a sequence of two short syllables is
preferred. The typical structures thus indicated may be illustrated schematically
in the following way7:

4 Cf. Arnold (1905) for a detailed survey of metrical structures of the RV; a concise
survey of the types is given in Korn (1998: 9 ff).

5 Other types of verses (7-syllable, 13-syllable and the like) are only exceptionally met
with; cf. Gippert (1999) and (1997) for an evaluation of statistical questions involved.

6 Originally, the names given here denote strophe types rather than verse types.
7 The symbols denote: ∪: regularly (> 70%) short syllable; –: regularly (> 70%) long syll-

able; ∪̄: predominantly (> 50%) short syllable; –∪: predominantly (> 50%) long syllable;
|: caesura; ×: undistinguished syllable (“anceps”).
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11-syll. (tri ˙s ˙tubh): –∪∪̄–∪∪̄|∪∪– –∪–× or –∪∪̄–∪∪̄–∪|∪∪– ∪–×
12-syll. (jagatı̄): –∪∪̄–∪∪̄|∪∪– –∪–∪× or –∪∪̄–∪∪̄–∪|∪∪– ∪–∪×
8-syll. (anu ˙s ˙tubh/gāyatrı̄): –∪∪̄–∪∪̄ ∪–∪×

The amount of cadences that do not agree with this picture is extremely small
indeed as the following table indicates:

Verse type 8 syllables 12 syllables 11 syllables

total occurences (38836) 14973 6924 16939

percentage (of 39832 verses) 37,59 17,38 42,53

irregular cadences 1071 153 278

percentage 7,15 2,21 1,64

2.1.4. Considering these preponderances, it will be clear at once that a form
like bha/áranti with its structure –∪×8 is especially well suited for cadences,
while bha/árati (∪∪×) fits best in the centerpiece of trimeter verses. The regula-
tion becomes even more evident if we speak in terms of constraints and state
that bha/árati is, by its structure, excluded from cadences while bha/áranti is
excluded from the ideal type of centerpieces; and indeed, wherever bha/áranti is
met with verse-internally, it is placed before the caesura, not after it. The ac-
centuation, by the way, plays no rôle whatsoever in the distribution.

2.1.5. Let us examine some further examples to see whether they confirm
our assumptions on the impact of metrical structures on the placement of verbal
forms.

2.1.5.1. Quite a similar constellation of syllables as the one we have just ana-
lysed is found in the corresponding medial present forms of bh ˚ r, 3.pl.pres.
ind.med. bharante / bhárante “they bear for/on themselves” and 3.sg.pres.ind.
med. bharate / bhárate “he/she/it bears for/on him/her/itself”. The accented
(“SC”) variant of the plural form, bhárante, appears 2× in a verse-final position
which coincides with the end of a SC (RV 6,67,7d; 6,67,10a). Its unaccented
(“MC”) counterpart is also found predominantly in cadences (4×: RV 1,104,4d;
1,173,4b; 3,55,7c; 7,72,4b), and only 1× in a medial position (RV 5,11,4b). The
unaccented (“MC”) singular form, bharate, is even more consistent in its place-
ment, covering the centerpiece in all its 10 attestations (RV 1,64,13c; 1,104,3a;
1,104,3b; 2,24,13b; 2,26,3b; 5,32,9b; 7,24,2c; 10,46,8a; 10,75,7b; 10,147,4d). As
against this, the treatment of the accented (“SC”) variant, bhárate, is a bit more
complicated: 2× it is attested in centerpieces (RV 2,24,9c; 8,19,23b) again,
1× it is met with verse-initially (RV 1,173,2d in a MC where the accentuation is

8 The word-final short vowel is “anceps” in the sense that it may pertain to a short or long
syllable (by “position”), depending on the anlaut of the following word. The same holds
true for word-final long vowels which can be measured short before a word-initial vowel.
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due to the verse-initial position), and 1× it is even placed at the end of a tri ˙s ˙tubh
verse, thus producing an exceptional cadence structure ∪∪× (RV 9,94,3ab):

(1) pári yát kaví ˙h k´̄avyā bhárate ś ´̄uro ná rátho bhúvanāni víśvā /
“When the seer carries about (with himself his) prophecies

like the heroic chariot (carries about) all existences ...”

To account for this unexpected behaviour, we have to state that the hymn in
question contains other irregular cadences of this type as well (iva śúbha ˙h
9,94,1a; ná víśa ˙h 1b), and with three exceptions in 20 verses (≈ 15%) it gives
the off-hand impression of having been composed by a poet who did not know
(or care for) the rules very well. If this is true, we need not consider the proposal
made by H. Grassmann (1873, 957) that we should conjecture the subj. form
bhárāte “he is to carry about” instead9. This of course would yield a regular ca-
dence (∪–×); cp. the active equivalent of this form, bhárāti, which occurs 2× in
just this position (RV 1,180,2c; 5,3,7a).

2.1.5.2. Let us now contrast the case of the 3rd person pres.ind.act. forms of an-
other verb, dhā “to put, to create”, which are different from the present forms of
bh ˚ r by having a long middle syllable in the singular and a short one in the plural.
Of the 21 attestations of the unaccented (“MC”) 3rd sing., dadhāti “he/she/it
puts”, the majority (12) are verse-final yielding a regular cadence (RV 1,66,4b;
1,66,7a; 1,125,1a; 1,125,2b; 5,3,10a; 6,10,3d; 7,1,23c; 7,79,3c; 7,95,3c; 9,94,4b;
10,85,19c; 10,120,2b; 10,160,4c) while 9 attestations are verse-internal (RV
1,146,2c; 3,55,17b; 4,20,9d; 5,83,1d; 6,28,2d; 7,32,12d; 10,85,19c; 10,88,19c;
10,109,4d); and it must be noted that in none of these cases dadhāti coincides
with the centerpiece. The accented variant, dádhāti, occurs 10× all in all. Most
often (8×), it is placed verse-initially in MCs (RV 1,155,3c; 4,12,3c; 7,9,1c;
7,16,12c; 7,75,6d; 9,74,5c; 9,75,2c; 9,86,10c), its accentuation being due to the
metrical position. As a SC predicate, dádhāti appears but 2×, 1× in an internal
position before the caesura (RV 5,48,4d), and only 1× at the end of a verse
forming the cadence (RV 7,38,1d). The plural counterpart, da/ádhati “they put”,
behaves quite different from that: Both the accented and unaccented variant ap-
pear verse-internally only, coinciding, as we should expect, with the centerpiece
of trimeter verses (dadhati: RV 1,55,5c; dádhati: RV 1,169,3d; 3,30,1b; 5,54,2c;
10,91,9c). A special case in this connection is the form dadhanti appearing 1× in
verse-final position. According to its formation, we should expect it to represent
a 3rd pl.pres.subj.act.; in the given context, however, it contrasts with three pre-
sent indicative forms, so that K. Hoffmann’s proposal to regard it as an irregular

9 Grassmann’s proposal neglects the parallelism of 9,94,3ab with 9,94,1ab which begins
with a SC introduced by a preverb (ádhi) + conjunction yád as well; the verbal form,
spárdhante, which is here placed at the beginning of the second verse, is certainly
indicative, not subjunctive.
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3rd pl.pres.ind.act. produced metri causa seems justified (RV 7,56,19ad; note
that all four predicates, albeit in MCs, are placed at the end of the respective
verses):

(2) imé turám marúto rāmayanti_ _imé sáha ˙h sáhasa ´̄a namanti /
imé śá ˙msa ˙m vanu ˙syató ní pānti gurú dvé ˙so áraru ˙se dadhanti //
“These, the Maruts (winds), calm down the overcoming one,

these bend down the powerful one’s power;
these protect (our) prize from the envious one

(and) create deep enmity against the greedy one.”

The parallelism of the four verses shows that in this case, it was not the metrical
requirements alone that were responsible for the reshaping of the form; instead
we can see an effect of analogy here which introduced the usual ending of
“thematic” 3rd person plural forms, -anti, into *dadhati. This assumption is fur-
ther supported by the two 3rd pl. imperative forms of the same present stem.
While the “regular” formation, dadhatu, is met with 1× in a trimeter centerpiece
(RV 7,51,1d), we find a variant dadhantu 2× verse-finally (RV 7,62,6b =
7,63,6b; both verses are the same); this not only agrees with the cadence struc-
ture, but also “rhymes” with the corresponding form of the verb as “to be”,
santu, which is the predicate of the following sentence.

2.2. On the basis of the observations we have made so far, we may conclude
that any statistical investigation into word order regularities of the RV (or simi-
lar metrical corpora) is worthless if it does not account for the metrical condi-
tions. Given that the treatment of verbal predicates as the ones we have just in-
vestigated seems to depend on metrical rather than clause structures, we may
even wonder whether we can at all expect to elucidate word order regularities in
metrical environments; in other words, the question arises whether there are
syntactic rules that prevail over metrical ones.

2.2.1. A well-suited testing case of this is the case of enclitics which form a
clearly defined set of words in Vedic. It has for long been accepted that the most
appropriate place of these words is the position after the first accented word in
a clause or verse; this can be named “Wackernagel position” (“WP”) since the
rule was first revealed in J. Wackernagel’s study of 1892.

2.2.1.1. Let us first consider the different types of words that have to be sub-
sumed under the term of “enclitics”. The most notorious case (which is also
found in many other I.E. languages) is unaccented forms of personal pronouns
such as me, mā (gen.-dat./acc., 1st ps.sg.); te, tvā (gen.-dat./acc., 2nd pers.sg.);
asya, asmai (gen./dat., 3rd pers.sg.masc./ntr.); asyā ˙h (gen., 3rd pers.sg.fem.);
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vām (gen.-dat.-acc., 1rd pers.du.); na ˙h (gen.-dat.-acc., 1rd pers.pl.); va ˙h (gen.-
dat.-acc., 2nd pers.du.); e ˙sām, e ˙su (gen./loc., 3rd.pers.pl.masc./ntr.), āsu (loc.,
3rd.pers.pl.fem.). An adjacent case is the unaccented forms of the pronoun ena-
which behaves like a variant of the 3rd person pronoun; cf. the case forms ena ˙m
(acc.sg.masc.), enā ˙m (acc.sg.fem.), enā (instr.sg.masc./ntr.); ene (nom.acc.du.
fem.), eno ˙h (gen.loc.du.fem.); enān (acc.pl.masc.), enā ˙h (acc.pl.fem.). A differ-
ent set of enclitics consists of the various types of unaccented particles which
comprise “modal” (sma “just”, ha “indeed”, ı̄m “indeed”10) and “connective”
ones (u “as well”, ca “and”, cana “soever”, cit “even, just”, vā “or”). For
these types of enclitics, the following rules of placement have been generally
acknowledged:

—none of them may appear in verse-initial or clause-initial position;
—the “connective particles” tend to follow the word they belong to

whereas
—all but the “connective particles” tend to prefer WP within verses and/or

clauses (WPV and/or WPC).

2.2.1.2. It is interesting, then, to note that the same rules seem also to be valid
for some accented “modal” particles, viz. hí “for, namely”, ít “indeed”, and tú
“but”. The question arises whether these particles can be reckoned among the
“Wackernagel” candidates although they are accented.

2.2.1.3. In this connection it is worthwhile investigating whether there are inter-
nal rules recognisable in the arrangement of the items mentioned. As a first rule,
we may note that the forms of ena- always follow u, ı̄m, sma, and te in WP; thus
we find u ena ˙m in RV 8,23,9c; ı̄m ena ˙m / enān in 1,9,2a; 6,42,2a; 7,103,3a;
8,1,17b; 10,16,1d; 10,16,2b; 10,32,8c; sma ena ˙m in 4,38,5a; and te (> ta) enā ˙h
in 10,108,5c. As far as sma (appearing 108× in RV, including the sandhi variant

˙sma and the lengthened forms smā and ˙smā) is concerned, this always precedes
not only ena- but all enclitic forms of personal pronouns. Of the 29 attestations
of this constellation11, all but one are met with where WPV conincides with
WPC; the only exception is RV 6,44,18d where the sequence smā + na ˙h (> no)
is placed after a finite imperative form which occupies the centerpiece of a tri-
meter verse, whereas in the first verse of the given stanza, we find the normal
arrangement (6,44,18a-d):

10 ı̄m may well have been a form of a personal pronoun (acc.sg.?) originally. — The
English translations of Vedic particles given here are tentative throughout and will only
for parts be adequate.

11 sma before enclitic pronouns: RV 1,15,10c; 1,28,6a; 1,104,5c; 1,127,6f; 1,127,9f;
1,173,12b; 2,31,2a; 4,16,17d; 4,31,8a; 4,38,5a; 4,38,6a; 4,38,8a; 4,38,9a; 4,40,3a;
5,54,6c; 6,12,5a; 6,15,9d; 6,25,7a; 6,44,18a; 6,44,18d; 6,46,10c; 6,46,11a; 6,66,6c;
7,3,2d; 7,21,9c; 7,56,22c; 7,83,5d; 10,95,5a; 10,95,5b.
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(3) āsú ˙smā ˙no maghavann indra p ˙rtsv àsmábhyam máhi váriva ˙h sugá ˙m ka ˙h /
ap´̄a ˙m tokásya tánayasya je ˙sá índra sūr´̄ın k ˙r ˙nuhí smā no ardhám //

“In these our battles, generous Indra, truly
prepare for us a vast area, easy to move on; in the
gaining of water(s and) bodily issue, Indra, prepare
us a half-share (of) heroes truly.”

As the accentuation of the imperative k ˚ r ˙nuhí shows, the verse-internal break
represented by the caesura must have been regarded as marking the beginning of
a new clause here, so that smā + na ˙h appear in WPC position12.

2.2.1.4. Turning to the accented candidates, we may first state that hí (662 at-
testations including lengthened h´̄ı), ít (809) and tú (58, including t ´̄u) always pre-
cede sma, ı̄m and enclitic forms of personal pronouns if immediately followed
by them within WP; thus, e.g., we have 30 attestations of hí + sma in WP13.
There is only one exception again in the sequence smā + hí we find in RV
4,31,7a, which can easily be accounted for by considering the parallelism which
connects this verse with the first verse of the following stanza; cf. 4,31,7-8:

(4) utá smā hí tv ´̄am āhúr ín maghávāna ˙m śacı̄pate / d´̄atāramávidı̄dhayum//
utá smā sadyá ít pári śaśamān´̄aya sunvaté / pur´̄u cin ma ˙̆mhase vásu //
“Also they do of course call you the generous one, lord of power,

the giver who does not (hesitate too long,) looking around.
And also, to the one who is active pressing (Soma), you do always

donate a lot of good(s) indeed.”

Similarly, we find 36 attestations of the sequence of hí + te14, all of which are

12 It is true that this interpretation remains problematical, esp. with respect to the position
of sūr´̄ın “heroes”. Instead of this form which is acc.pl., we should expect a gen.pl. as in
2,30,5cd where ardhám + k ˚ r “prepare a half-share, share by halves” occurs with gónām
“of cows”. If sūr´̄ın represents a gen.pl. form, it may also pertain to the preceding verse,
as another object genitive depending from je ˙sé (> je ˙sá) “in the gaining” (cp. the transla-
tion of 2,30,5 given in Geldner 1951, 313). On the other hand, the sequence índra sūr´̄ın
may have been borrowed from 6,17,14c where sūr´̄ın is justified as an acc.pl.

13 hí + sma in WP: RV 1,26,3a; 1,37,15a; 1,128,5d; 1,129,3a; 1,133,7b; 1,169,3c;
1,173,11a; 1,173,12b; 1,180,7c; 1,180,7d; 1,180,8a; 3,30,4a; 4,3,10a; 4,10,7a; 4,29,2a;
4,43,3a; 5,7,7a; 5,23,4a; 5,45,4c; 6,2,2a; 8,1,21d; 8,21,10b; 8,25,15a; 8,27,4a; 8,27,14a;
8,86,3a; 8,92,26a; 9,20,2a; 9,87,6a; 10,12,5c.

14 hí + te: RV 1,8,9a; 1,24,4a; 1,25,1a; 1,30,21a; 1,36,12a; 1,80,3c; 1,114,9c; 1,127,9d;
1,170,3c; 1,173,8a; 1,175,5a; 2,18,6c; 3,32,12a; 3,52,4c; 4,12,4a; 5,79,5a; 6,18,4a;
6,21,5a; 6,65,5a; 7,5,6b; 7,22,6a; 7,32,2a; 8,1,7b; 8,3,18a; 8,13,11d; 8,17,1a; 8,45,12a;
8,45,19a; 8,46,25c; 8,48,6c; 8,53,8a; 8,61,2d; 8,75,16a; 9,78,2c; 10,23,7c; 10,144,1a.
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in WPV except for RV 1,36,12a, 1,80,3c, 3,52,4c and 8,17,1a where they occupy
WPC after a verse-internal sentence boundary; cp. 8,17,1a:

(5) ´̄a yāhi su ˙sum´̄a hí te
“Come hither (Indra)! For we have pressed (Soma) for you.”

It may further be noted that in RV 6,18,4a (and 8,13,11d) hí (> dhí) + te follows
another one of the particles in question, viz. ít, in WPV:

(6) sád íd dhí te tuvijātásya mánye sáha ˙h sahi ˙s ˙tha turatás turásya /
“For I regard your power as real indeed, most powerful one, (the power) of
the one born mighty, of the one overcoming with overcoming energy.”

As to ít itself, there can be no doubt that it is placed regularly before personal
enclitics when it occurs in WP; we find, e.g., 6 attestations of ít (> íd) + me, 17
attestations of ít + te, and 5 attestations of ít (> íd) + na ˙h15. The only excep-
tion, n´̄u na íd dhí v´̄aryam in RV 5,17,5a with ít + hí (> íd dhí) arranged after na ˙h
(> na), is obviously modelled after n´̄u na éhi v´̄aryam with the verbal form ´̄a+ihi
“come hither!” in RV 5,16,5a and cannot disprove the assumptions about the
regular placement made here.
The same order also prevails where tú is involved. Thus we find 18 attestations
of tú + na ˙h all of which16 are in WPV except for 8,27,14c and 6,48,9cd:

(7) asyá rāyás tvám agne rath´̄ır asi vid ´̄a gādhá ˙m tucé tú na ˙h //
“You, Agni (fire), are the charioteer of this wealth; will you find a ford for our
seed!”

In this way, the assumption that the accented “modal” particles hí, ít, and tú17

behave like quasi-enclitics in that they prefer WP whenever possible, seems to
be well confirmed albeit their special function as “leaders” of sequences of en-
clitics remains noteworthy18.

15 ít + me: RV 5,56,2b; 7,18,4c; 7,86,3c; 8,26,17c; 10,32,3a; 10,54,5c; ít + te: 1,9,5c;
1,68,3a; 1,114,9d; 1,131,5a; 1,134,6f; 1,150,3c; 3,30,5d; 7,19,8a; 7,32,14c; 7,100,6a;
8,12,8c; 8,12,25c; 8,12,26c; 8,12,27c; 8,12,28c; 8,12,29c; 8,12,30c; ít + na ˙h: 1,106,5a;
3,53,13c; 8,92,3a; 8,97,7c; 10,139,5d.

16 tú + na ˙h: RV 1,10,11a; 1,29,1c = 1,29,2c = 1,29,3c = 1,29,4c = 1,29,5c = 1,29,6c =
1,29,7c; 1,169,4a; 3,41,1a; 4,1,10a; 4,32,1a; 6,48,9d; 8,7,11c; 8,21,10c; 8,27,14c;
8,81,1a; 9,72,9a.

17 vaí “namely” and, possibly, nú if not used verse-initially may be added.
18 In a recent study, H.H. Hock (1992) investigated the internal arrangement of “clitic pro-

nouns and particles” in Vedic and some other I.E. languages with a view to distinguish-
ing syntactical and phonological factors. Hock also arrived at the assumption of a “fixed
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2.2.2. Different from the verbal forms we have treated above, the rules of
enclitic placement thus established cannot be regarded as being governed by
metrical factors. As a matter of fact, they must even be older than Vedic metre
because they can be proved to be inherited into Vedic from an ancestor of this
language, given that its closest relative, the Old Avestan language as used in Zo-
roaster’s Gāthās, shows similar conditions to a great extent. Even though there
is no indication of word-accent whatsoever in Avestan tradition, we are able to
recognise not only the same types of enclitics as in Vedic, but even the etymo-
logical cognates of individual candidates. Thus we find the equivalents of the
enclitic forms of personal pronouns (mōi, mā (= Ved. me, mā, gen.-dat./acc., 1st
ps.sg.); tōi, \bā (= te, tvā, gen.-dat./acc., 2nd pers.sg.); n¯e, n˚̄a (=/≈ na ˙h, gen.-dat./
acc., 1st pers.pl.); v¯e, v˚̄a (=/≈ va ˙h, gen.-dat./acc., 2nd pers.du.), but also ı̄, ı̄m (=
Ved. ı̄m?), ı̄š (acc., 3rd pers.sg./pl.?) and maybe nā “one”. Besides these, we note
“connective particles” such as ca (= Ved. ca “and”), ci ˜t (= cit “even, just”), vā
(= vā “or”), and possibly u (= u “and”)19. As a “modal” particle, we may note
mā as the equivalent of Ved. sma albeit this is not easily distinguishable from mā
(acc.) “me” (the three attestations in Y. 32,9-11 may be taken for granted).
Finally, the three Vedic “quasi-enclitics”, hí, ít, and tú, find their counterparts in
Av. zı̄, i ˜t, and tū. The etymological identity is further supported by identical
placement rules. Thus, e.g., zı̄ always precedes enclitic forms of personal pro-
nouns in WP, i.e. WPV, just as Ved. hí does; cp. zı̄ tōi (Y. 51,8a; = Ved. hí te);
zı̄ \bā (29,6c; 43,10d; = hí tvā); zı̄ n¯e(48,6a; = hí na ˙h); zı̄ n˚̄a (34,8a; ≈ hí na ˙h);
zı̄ v¯e(53,4a; = hí va ˙h), and also zı̄ nā (51,8a) standing in WPC. On this basis, we
may assume that zı̄ xšmā appearing in Y. 51,8a contains not an (enclitic) instru-
mental form of the 2nd person plural pronoun, which would have no counterpart
in Vedic, but a (sandhi) variant of mā < *sma equivalent to ˙sma, the Vedic
sandhi variant occurring regularly after hí20. In the same way, tū precedes en-
clitic personal pronouns in WP (WPV); cp. tū mōi (Y. 43,10a; ≈ Ved. tú me); tū
n¯e(41,3c.4e; ≈ tú na ˙h); tū ı̄ (39,4a). It is true that the etymological identification
of Av. tū with Ved. tú is far from being certain, the former having mostly been
considered as an enclitic nominative of the 2nd person singular pronoun “you”
instead. If we take the syntactic behaviour into account, however, the question
of whether we might have a common etymon here seems worthwhile reinvesti-
gating again21.

order within ‘INITIAL STRINGS’” (47). The case of the accented “quasi-enclitics” is
not reflected in the sequence he established for Vedic prose, however (47, (12)).

19 u was assumed by Narten (1986: 112) to be hidden in ta ˜t.¯eeādū. in Y. 35,6 and by Kel-
lens/Pirart (1990: 225) in some other cases; the evidence for this is rather weak, however.

20 Within Avestan tradition, sandhi phenomena have been preserved only when enclitics
are involved; the most notorious case is the preservation of word-final -s before an en-
clitic beginning with t- as in kas “who” + tē. The development of x- before word-initial
š + consonant is regular.

21 Cf. Strunk (1975: 321 ff.) for a detailed discussion of the problems involved. Strunk who
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2.2.3. As was stated above, Avestan tradition gives no indication of word
accentuation itself; and as a matter of fact, it is just the placement rules which
permit to establish the classes of enclitics and quasi-enclitics in the way pro-
posed here. In particular, there is no basis to decide whether zı̄, i ˜t, and tū were
accented like their Vedic counterparts. Considering the special behaviour of the
“quasi-enclitics” which consists in their arrangement in a front position of the
enclitic “chain”, we may find a parallel outside the Indo-Iranian branch of I.E.
languages though which indicates that their accentuation might be inherited even
from Proto-I.E. times. This is the accentuation rule of enclitics in Ancient Greek
which E. Schwyzer formulated in the following way (1934: 389, transl. J.G.):

“In a series of enclitics, all leading ones receive acute
accent, only the last one remaining unaccented: e(i p <w@
t<i@ tin<a poi p<empoi. This regulation is late, however;
in older times, enclitic pronouns are not affected by
acute accentuation in such a series, cp. <h n<u se pou E
812” (se written unaccented in SMGWKNaKbUaX
according to Ludwich 1902: 237).

Adopting the essentials of these observations to the case of Vedic (and, corre-
spondingly, to Avestan), we may assume that the preforms of hí, ít, and tú were
real enclitics in the beginning and that their accented variants which appeared
regularly as “leaders” in a series of enclitics, were later generalized. Within
Greek, it is particles such as m<en and d<e that might have shared the same fate22.
2.2.4. If it is true that the accentuation of Vedic “quasi-enclitics” such as hí,
ít, and tú is inherited from pre-Vedic times and that their placement in the en-
clitic chain in WP still agrees with the condition under which their accentuation
historically emerged, we cannot expect metrical rules to have gained influence
on the positioning of enclitics in the RV. It is not surprising, then, that the initial
parts of RV verses show less consistency than centerpieces or cadences, for they
represent an area where the inherited rules of word order remained stronger than
the regulations of poetic wellformedness. Nevertheless, several questions require
further investigation in this respect. It would be interesting to know, e.g.,

intended to disprove the existence of an enclitic nom.sg. of the personal pronoun (albeit
he had to concede that a “short form” of the 2nd person plural pronoun, yūš, existed
alongside yūž em ≈ Ved. yūyám) left the question open whether the “adversative” particle
tú might have been related with the 2nd person sing. pronoun in “prehistoric” times
(324). It seems to have escaped his notice that Avestan yūš also behaves just like an en-
clitic standing in WPV-WPC in both its attestations (Y. 32,3a / 46,15c).

22 Cf. Strunk (1975: 321 with n. 51) who compared Greek d<ewith Ved. t˘̄ ´u in this respect. I do
not see why accented “quasi-enclitics” of this type should be regarded as “tonschwach”
as Strunk did; if their accent was generalised in the way indicated here, they may well
have been “accented” in a normal way when they occurred in a leading position.
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whether verses that do not contain an enclitic chain in WP are more regular in
their initial part than other verses; whether the lengthening occuring with
“short” quasi-enclitics such as hí (> h´̄ı) and tú (> t ´̄u) can always be explained as
being metri causa; and how other types of enclitics such as vocatives or unac-
cented (“MC”) verbal forms behave with respect to the internal order of the en-
clitic chain and the metre. It goes without saying that a lot of empirical work has
to be undertaken before these questions can be answered and their results can be
used in cross-linguistic studies.

3. Talking about the development of word order in Germanic, we have to
face a second dilemma which consists in the fact that most of the older texts we
have at hand for a comparative study are translated from other languages. It can
easily be shown that this may be crucial for any conclusions as to the historical
processes to be assumed. Let us examine two different translation strategies
represented in Old High German (OHG) texts to illustrate the impact of this
problem.

3.1. One of the oldest texts available in this language, the Regula Benedicti,
immediately reveals itself as being a “slavish” word-by-word translation of its
Latin original just by arranging the two versions of the text interlinearily. Cp.
the following main clause only sentence where the verb is placed in final posi-
tion in both languages (3,6):

(8) Alliu faz inti alla eht inti so altarres faz keuuihtiu pisehe.
Omnia vasa cunctamque substantiam acsi altaris vasa sacrata conspiciat.

“He is to care for all vessels and all content(s) and also the consecrated vessels of the altar.”

In the same way, more complex sentences consisting of main and subordinate
clauses can be proved to be structured according to the Latin model; cp. 3,5
where the only deviation of the OHG text consists in the definite article in the
phrase dera suana (“der Sühne”) reflecting plain Latin iudicii:
(9) Unmahtigero, chindo, kesteo inti armero

Infirmorum, infantum, hospitum pauperumque
mit eocouuelihheru pihucti ruahha tue uuizzanti ana zuifal,
cum omni sollicitudine curam gerat sciens sine dubio,
danta pi deseem allem in tage dera suana rediun erkebanteer ist.
quia pro his omnibus in die iudicii rationem redditurus est.

“With all (necessary) concern he is to care for unsafe (people), children, guests and
poor (people), knowing with no doubt that for all these he will have to render
account on the day of atonement.”

3.2. As against this text, the OHG translation of Isidor’s treatise “De fide” is
much less slavish although the influence of the Latin original is still perceivable
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throughout. Thus we can easily find MCs with comparatively high agreement
such as 5,11 (with the verb placed in the middle):

(10) Nu auur folghemes dhera bigunnenun redha.
Nunc uero sequamur debitum ordinem.

“But now let us follow the necessary order / the talk we begun.”

On the other hand, an increasing amount of deviations has to be noted where
analytic verb forms are used. In cases such as the main (interrogative) clause we
meet in 5,9, we may indeed suppose the word order of the OHG text, where
analytic uuard ... chiboran (“was born”) replaces synthetic uenit “came”, to be
genuine:

(11) bihuuiu uuard christ in liihhi chiboran?
cur in carne uenit?

“Why came Christ incarnated / was Christ born in (a human) body?”

The same holds true for more complex syntactical structures such as the fol-
lowing sentence which we find in the immediate context of the one we have just
discussed (5,9):

(12) Chiuuisso chioffanodom uuir nu hear dhazs unser druhtin
Probauimus dominum nostrum

nerrendeo christ after dheru fleiscliihhun chiburdi iu uuardh chiboran.
iesum christum secundum carnem iam natum fuisse.

“We have proven / Now we have already revealed with certainty here that our lord,
Jesus Christ / Christ the Saviour, was born ”according to flesh / the fleshly birth.“

At a first glance, the differences we have here consist in the addition of words to
match the Latin accusative plus infinitive construction (by providing a subordi-
nate dhazs clause) or to render the Latin perfect more adequately. At a second
glance, however, we should note that the arrangement of the finite verb, chiof-
fanodom ”we opened, revealed“, its subject pronoun, uuir, and the clause-initial
adverb, chiuuisso ”for certain“, is quite the same as the one we should expect for
modern High German (”gewiß offenbarten wir“), and that this cannot be due to
an influence of Latin probauimus. Similarly we should take it seriously that the
arrangement of the parts of the analytic verb form uuard chiboran (”was born“)
in the SC does not match modern usage (cp. ”daß ... geboren ward/wurde“), all
the more since it does not agree with the elements of Latin natum fuisse (”ge-
boren worden zu sein“).

3.3. A special case is provided by the language of the Gothic Bible which is the
oldest source available within Germanic for syntactic investigations of the
type discussed here. Here we have to take two different external factors into ac-
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count, viz. the influence of Greek as the language it was originally translated
from, and the influence of Latin which was later introduced when the text was
adapted to usage in an Italian environment. Considering that the Latin Bible texts
were composed after Greek models themselves, it is hardly surprising that
we cannot decide which influence we are dealing with in the many cases where
the Greek and Latin texts agree. This is true, e.g., for Mt. 6,22 where we have a
MC with a nominal predicate in initial position which is well mirrored by the
Gothic text:

(13) lukarn leikis ist augo
"O l<uxno@ to?u s <wmat<o@ èstin "o òf\alm<o@

lucerna corporis est oculus
”The light of the body is the eye.“

3.3.1. The same holds true for Mt. 5,28 where we meet with a more complex
structure of main and subordinate clauses:

(14) attttan ik qitta izwis tatei
èg >w d>e l<egw "um?in )oti

ego autem dico vobis quoniam
mmazuh saei saimmitt qinon du luston izos
p?a@ "o bl<epwn guna?ika pr>o@ t>o èpi\um?hsai aùt>hn
omnis qui viderit mulierem ad concupiscendum eam

ju gahorinoda izai in hairtin seinamma.
(hdh èmo<ixeusen aùt>hn èn t?9 kard<i Ja aùto?u.
iam moechatus est eam in corde suo

”But I say unto you, that whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her hath com-
mitted adultery with her already in his heart.“

Here, however, we may note a certain preference for the Latin model in the usage
of lazuh saei sailis ”everyone who sees“ which matches with Latin omnis
qui viderit rather than Greek p?a@ "o bl<epwn both in its elements (a finite verb vs.
a participle) and in their ordering. And in assan ik ”but I“ which introduces the
whole sentence, we may even grasp a proper feature of Gothic, given that both
Latin and Greek show the reverse order of elements.

3.3.2. A similar case is is jabai in the beginning of Mt. 6,15 where, by the
way, the Gothic text gives a clear indication of depending from a certain branch
of the Greek NT tradition23:

23 According to Nestle/Aland (1963: 13), the additional phrase ta paraptwmata autwn¬
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(15) itt jabai ni afletitt mannam missadedins ize
è >an d>e m>h àf?hte to?i@ àn\r <wpoi@ ta paraptwmata autwn¬

si autem non dimiseritis hominibus
ni tau atta izwar afletitt missadedins izwaros.
oùd>e "o pat>hr "um ?wn àf<hsei t>a parapt <wmata "um ?wn.
nec Rater vester dimittet peccata vestra

”But ifye forgivenotmentheir trespasses,neitherwillyourFather forgiveyour trespasses.“

Here, too, we have to state a divergence of word ordering as against both the
Greek and the Latin text, is corresponding to autem / d<e and jabai, to si / (e <an.

3.4. On the basis of these observations, we come to the conclusion that a re-
liable argumentation about word order (and other syntactic) principles is poss-
ible in translated texts only when there are notable differences as against the pre-
sumed models. And indeed, the Gothic Bible reveals some regularities even un-
der these premises. It can, e.g., easily be shown that the sequence assan ik we
noted in Mt. 5,28 is the usual correspondant of Greek èg >w d<e or g<ar and Latin
ego autem or enim, appearing 9× in this constellation24; the reverse order, †ik
assan, is not attested at all, and we may conclude that assan was no enclitic
while Latin autem / enim and Greek d<e / g<ar were. In the same way, is jabai can
be proved to be the most regular equivalent of Greek è >an or eì d>e and Latin si
autem or vero25, but also of quod si26; as the reverse order, †jabai is, is not
attested albeit sentence-initial jabai does occur27, we may conclude that neither
is nor jabai were enclitic.

4. A third dilemma we have to take notice of when dealing with word order
regularities in Old Germanic languages is the problem of differentiating
”marked“ and ”unmarked“ structures. In a text like the Old Saxon Heliand,
which is a versified renarration of the gospels, this may be a problem of poetic
rather than translation techniques, given that it is composed in alliterative long
lines which seem to have no model outside of Old Germanic. Investigating the

is met with in the cod. Vatic.gr. 1209 (4th century) and several other Greek manuscripts
but has no equivalent in the Latin tradition.

24 Mt. 5,22; 5,28; 5,34; 5,44; 2.Kor. 1,23; 12,11; 12,15; 2.Kor.B 1,23; 12,11; 12,15; Gal.
5,11; 2.Tim. 4,6.

25 Mt. 6,15; 6,23; Jo. 10,38; 12,24; Lk. 10,6; 14,34; 20,6; Rom. 7,3; 7,16; 8,9; 13,4; 14,15;
1.Kor. 10,28; 11,6; 15,17; 1.Tim. 3,5; 5,4; Phile. 18.

26 Mt. 5,29; Mk. 9,50; Rom. 9,22; 11,12; 11,17; 11,18; 1.Kor. 7,9; 7,11; 7,15; 11,31;
15,17; Gal. 5,15; Phil. 1,22; 2.Thess. 3,14 (also in the ”Nebenüberlieferung“). Besides,
is jabai corresponds to nam si / eì g <ar in Gal. 6,3 (also in the ”Nebenüberlieferung“),
et si in 2.Kor. 5,16 (also in the ”Nebenüberlieferung“), si alone in Rom. 12,20 and
1.Kor. 10,27 and alioquin in Jo. 14,11.

27 E.g., Phil. 2,1; Kol. 3,1 (also in the ”Nebenüberlieferung“); Rom. 12,20.
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position of finite verbs in this text, we will easily find examples of MCs with a
finite verb in the second position, which immediately reminds us of present day
German usage; cp. verses 348-350 which also show that sentence boundaries
did not necessarily conincide with verse boundaries (for easy convenience, both
a German and an English translation are given here):

(16) That gibod uuarcc gilêstid
ob̄ar thesa uuîdon uuerold. Uuerod samnoda
[te] allaro burgeo gihuuem. — ”Das Gebot wurde befolgt
über diese weite Welt. (Das) Volk sammelte (sich)
in jeder aller Burgen.” — “That command was fulfilled
allover this wide world. People gathered
at every one of all castles.“

Modern German word order is met with in SCs as well, as in the relative clause
contained in verses 350-351:

Fôrun thea bodon ob̄ar all,
thea fon them kêsura cumana uuârun.
— ”(Es) fuhren die Boten überall (herum),
die von dem Kaiser gekommen waren.”
— “The messengers travelled around everywhere,
who had come from the emperor.“

In the same context, however, we will also note the initial placement of the finite
verb, fôrun, in the MC, contrasting with both German and English usage. It is a
mere suggestion that this placement might be historically related with the phe-
nomenon of a dummy subject es appearing in German when the syntactical slot
before the finite verb is not filled by either the subject or an adverbial (and the
translation given above is intended to illustrate this suggestion). Without further
investigation, however, this does not help to elucidate whether the placement in
question was marked within Old Saxon and what special function it had.

5. The relative clause contained in the example we have just discussed is
well suited to indicate the fourth dilemma that has to be considered when deal-
ing with word order phenomena in a genetic perspective. The question whether
the placement of the finite verb in a Germanic SC might be inherited from I.E.
times depends to a great extent on the question whether the given clause type
itself can be regarded as being inherited; and in the case of a relative clause, it is
the relative pronoun which is crucial to this question. As a matter of fact, Old
Saxon thea (and German der, die, das) do not represent one of the etyma that
yielded relative pronouns in other branches of I.E. Here, we find the well-known
dichotomy of pronouns descending from (interrogative) *kui-/kuo- (Latin quı̄,
Hittite k ˘uiš, Slav. k&- etc., but also Germ. hw- in German wer, welcher and Eng-
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lish who, which etc.) vs. pronouns reflecting *(H) ˘io-28 (Indo-Iranian ya-, Greek
)o@, Armenian or, Slav. i-že etc.) instead. Although the mutual relationship of
these two formations is still far from being clear29, we may state that the etymon
of Old Saxon thea and its Germanic cognates is not likely to have shared the
function of a relative pronoun with them as early as Proto-I.E. times; its usage in
the ancestor language must have been restricted to being a demonstrative pro-
noun still. If this is right, P.I.E. *to- must have undergone a considerable devel-
opment on its way leading to Germanic *sa- in that it became able to introduce
and constitute relative SCs. And indeed, Indo-Iranian yields some evidence as to
how this might have taken place.

5.1. In RV 7,97,4c, we notice a very peculiar syntactic constellation where
the noun k´̄ama ˙h (> k´̄amo) ”wish, desire“ is correlated with the accusative of the
demonstrative pronoun, tá ˙m; the peculiarity consists in the fact that the latter
may well depend on the following finite verb, dāt ”he will give“, while the
noun, being in the nominative, cannot. The only interpretation possible is that
we have a pendent nominative here which is resumed anaphorically by the de-
monstrative pronoun in the case governed by the finite verb; cp. the following
translation which emphasizes the parenthetical character of the clause thus pro-
duced:

(18) sá ´̄a no yóni ˙m sadatu pré ˙s ˙tho b´˙rhaspátir viśvávāro yó ásti /
k´̄amo rāyá ˙h suv´̄ıryasya tá ˙m dāt pár ˙san no áti saścáto ári ˙s ˙tān //

”This one is to sit down on our lap (as) the most beloved,
B ˙rhaspati, who is preferred (by) every(body);

the desire of wealth (consisting) of good men (sons) — this he will grant,
he will lead us unharmed past (our) prosecutors.“

28 The question whether there was a laryngeal in this etymon is still debated; it need not
concern us here.

29 A reconstructive scenario of Proto-I.E. relative clauses was published by H. Hettrich
(1988: 776 ff.), who distinguishes three stages in the development: In the beginning, there
were no relative clauses with finite verbs at all, relative participles being used instead; in
a second stage, sentences with ”anaphoric“ *(H) ˘io- were reinterpreted as appositive rela-
tive clauses belonging to the preceding clause, whereas sentences with indefinite *kui-/kuo-
were reinterpreted as restrictive relative clauses belonging to the following clause; in the
final stage, the differentiation of restrictive and non-restrictive relative pronouns as con-
stituted in the second stage was given up again (in post-Proto-I.E. times), *(H) ˘io- replac-
ing *kui-/kuo- in Indo-Iranian and Greek and *kui-/kuo- replacing *(H) ˘io- in Latin, Hittite
etc. Hettrich’s scenario leaves many question open, however; e.g., there is no account of
the fact that in several Middle Iranian languages (Middle Persian, Parthian, Sogdian) as
well as Modern Greek, the former interrogative pronoun adopted the function of a relative
pronoun (again?).
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5.2. It is interesting, then, to note that this special syntactic arrangement may
have been inherited from Proto-Indo-Iranian, given that we find quite a similar
case in the Old Avestan Gāthās (Y. 43,13c). Although the context of this verse
is much less clear in all its details than the one of the RV verse quoted above,
we at once realise the same basic features here: the etymological equivalent of
Ved. k´̄ama- appears in a different case (gen.sg. kāmahiiā) than the anaphoric
pronoun t¯em (= Ved. tá ˙m) resuming it; this, on the other hand, introduces a se-
parate parenthetical clause governed by dātā ”you will give“30. Cp. the follow-
ing tentative translation of the complete stanza (Y. 43,13):

(19) sp e˙nt em. a ˜t.\bā. mazdā. m¯e˙nghı̄. ahurā.
hiia ˜t.mā. vohū. pairı̄.jasa ˜t. manaohā.
ar e\ā. vōizdiiāi. kāmahiiā. t¯em.mōi. dātā.
dar egahiiā. yaoš y¯em.v˚̄a. naēciš. dār ešt. itē.
vairii ˚̄a. stōiš. yā. \bahmı̄. xša\rōi. vācı̄.̈·

”I have realized thee, Mazdā Ahurā, as (being) holy.
When he surrounds me with good thought,
thegoalsare toberecognized, (thegoals)ofthedesire— thisyouwillgrantme—
for a long life, (a desire) which no one has prevented you (from) aiming at,
(the desire) for the preferable existence which is said (to prevail) in thy dominion.“

5.2.1. A different interpretation of the given constellation was recently pub-
lished by H. Humbach (1991: 155) who obviously regarded t¯em as cataphoric
rather than anaphoric:

(20) ”I realise that Thou art prosperous, O Wise Ahura,
when one attends me with good thought,
to takeheedof the(dutiful)purposesof (my)desire.ThisYouhave impartedtome:
(the desire) for a long life, which nobody obliges You to agree,
(and) for a desirable possession which is said (to be) in Thy power.“

On the basis of the parallelism with RV 7,97,4c, however, the assumption of a
parenthetical clause seems well founded, all the more if we consider the position
of the genitives depending on k´̄amo in the Vedic verse.

5.2.2. Another difference in the two translations given here consists in the
interpretation of the relative clause introduced by y¯em (acc.sg.masc.) which can
only refer to kāma- again. The crucial point of this is itē, an infinitive form of the
verb i ”to go“. In the present context, it may suffice to state that the inter-

30 Both for Ved. dāt and Av. dātā it is not clear whether these are injunctive or subjunctive
forms. As we should expect a subjunctive dātā to count as trisyllabic (daata) in Old
Avestan, the former solution seems more probable. For the analysis of the clause type,
this is less important.
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pretation in the sense of ”to strive for, to aim at“ proposed here can be justified
on the basis of a comparison with Vedic again: Here, we meet with several oc-
currences of i accompanied by ártha ˙m ”goal“ as its direct object as in 2,30,2d:

(21) divé-dive dhúnayo yanty ártham //
”Day after day, the roaring ones (Maruts = Winds) go for (their) goal.“

And ártha- can be proven to be closely related by its usage with k´̄ama-, just as
its Gāthic counterpart, ar e\a-, is related with kāma- depending on it in Y. 43,13.
Cp. RV 8,79,5-6 where yet another item of the ”Avestan context“ appears, viz.
´̄ayus ”life time“ (nom.sg., ÷ Av. gen. yaoš):

(22) arthíno yánti céd ártha ˙m gáchān íd dadú ˙so rātím /
vav ˙rjyús t´˙r ˙syata ˙h k´̄amam //

vidád yát pūrvyá ˙m na ˙s ˙tám úd ı̄m ˙rtāyúm ı̄rayat /
prém ´̄ayus tārı̄d átı̄r ˙nam //

”And when the industrious go for (their) goal(s),
they will (with the help of Soma) obtain the giver’s present,

they (even) ought to fulfill the desire of the greedy one.
He (Soma) stimulates the righteous one

so that he can find what was lost before,
he should (even) prolong the unpassed life time.“31

5.3. If we can take the assumption for granted, then, that Indo-Iranian dis-
posed of parenthetical clauses introduced by the demonstrative pronoun, we may
well suppose that both these and the Germanic relative clauses introduced by the
etymologically identical pronoun might have emerged from a common Proto-I.E.
prototype. This assumption has an implication about word-order, of course;
for if the clauses in question were (parenthetical) MCs, not SCs, we should not
expect SC but MC word-order to be represented in them (if these were at all
distinct). Unfortunately, the Indo-Iranian examples we can quote so far do not
permit to draw final conclusions about the word-order prevailing in them. Even
if we do not consider the problematics of establishing word-order principles in
metrical contexts as treated above, the given clauses simply are too small to de-
cide whether the finite verbs contained in them are placed ”internally“ or ”final-
ly“. One special feature of the ”parenthetical“ clauses should not be neglected
in this context, however: The demonstrative pronoun introducing them is the
direct (accusative) object. We cannot tell yet whether this was a marked order of
MCs in Indo-Iranian or Proto-I.E.; but it is certainly not marked in a relative
clause of the Germanic type.

31 A further example of ártha ˙m + i is RV 1,113,6a.
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